Hanover® Detectable Warning® Paver

In response to the American Disabilities Act, HANOVER® provides a paver which aids the partially sighted and blind pedestrian. The top surface has non-slip properties and has incorporated raised truncated domes. These are readily detectable under foot, as well as, by cane. The paver is manufactured in several sizes and colors to suit design requirements which would contrast the pavement and conform to the ADA Code.

Hanover® Drainage Paver

Hanover® can provide Drainage Pavers upon request. Produced with slots or holes, these concrete pavers permit water passage to the structural drain system below. Drainage Pavers can be produced in any of Hanover’s colors and textures to match the Prest® Paver product line.

Hanover® Bumper Block

Hanover’s Bumper Block has a length of 36” and a depth of 9”.

Hanover® Splash Block

Hanover® Splash Block are produced in three sizes – 12” x 24” x 3”, 12” x 30” x 3” and 12” x 36” x 3” – with a stipple finish and natural color.

Hanover® Precast Benches

Hanover® Precast benches are ideal for city applications, golf courses, and parks. Two bench ends with reinforcing and treated unstained boards with predrilled holes for bolts are included in the standard 6’ bench. Longer benches can be made by using additional bench ends and boards to desired length. A selection of woods and stains are available.